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KREG STRAIGHT EDGE GUIDE XL 2438 MM

€109,99 (excl. VAT)

With the Kreg KMA4700 stop ruler XL you can neatly and accurately saw large sheet material up to 2438
mm (96”). Whether you want to get started with your circular saw, jigsaw or edge trimmer, with the Kreg

straight edge guide XL you can create a precise and accurate result.

The Kreg stop ruler XL consists of two parts of 711 mm (28") and two parts of 610 mm (24") that you
connect to each other with the supplied connectors. On one side of the ruler, you can attach the handle.

This handle allows you to easily pull the ruler backwards. You position the ruler, after which you can easily
clamp it with the adjustable GripMaxx fixing clamp. This built-in clamping system ensures that the ruler is

always firmly attached to your material, ensuring that you make straight cuts.

The four parts of the Kreg XL stop ruler can also be used separately. For example, you can also process
smaller sheet material with the XL stop ruler.

SKU: KRE-KMA4700
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

With the Kreg KMA4700 XL you can neatly and accurately saw large sheet material up to 2438 mm (96”).
Whether you want to get started with your circular saw, jigsaw or edge mill, with the Kreg straight edge guide

XL you can create a precise and accurate result.

The Kreg stop ruler XL consists of two parts of 711 mm (28") and two parts of 610 mm (24") that you connect to
each other with the supplied connectors. On one side of the ruler, you can attach the handle. This handle allows
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you to easily pull the ruler backwards. You position the ruler, after which you can easily clamp it with the
adjustable GripMaxx fixing clamp. This built-in clamping system ensures that the ruler is always firmly attached

to your material, ensuring that you make straight cuts.

The four parts of the Kreg XL stop ruler can also be used separately. For example, you can also process smaller
sheet material with the XL stop ruler.

With the Kreg guide ruler XL you no longer have to put in so much effort to keep your machine in a straight line.
You simply move your machine along the guide. Your machine rests against the sturdy aluminum guide during

the entire cut, giving you a precise result.

The Kreg guide comes with two guide arms, also known as cutline indicator arms. With these guide arms you
can set exactly where the saw blade comes. This way your ruler is exactly set up on your machine. This ensures

that you always cut exactly where you want to cut. The indicator arms are easy to slide out of the way after
adjustment.

The Kreg KMA4700 is made of anodized aluminum and shock-resistant plastic. This makes this XL stop ruler
lasts a long time, even with intensive use.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Straight edge guide in 4 parts
Parts can be connected with the supplied connectors

Adjustable fixing clamp
Handle for pulling back the ruler

Two guide arms for precise adjustment of saw blade position
Made of anodized aluminum and shock resistant plastic

DESCRIPTION

With the Kreg KMA4700 XL you can neatly and accurately saw large sheet material up to 2438 mm (96”).
Whether you want to get started with your circular saw, jigsaw or edge mill, with the Kreg straight edge guide
XL you can create a precise and accurate result. The Kreg stop ruler XL consists of two parts of 711 mm (28")

and two parts of 610 mm (24") that you connect to each other with the supplied connectors. On one side of the
ruler, you can attach the handle. This handle allows you to easily pull the ruler backwards. You position the
ruler, after which you can easily clamp it with the adjustable GripMaxx fixing clamp. This built-in clamping

system ensures that the ruler is always firmly attached to your material, ensuring that you make straight cuts.
The four parts of the Kreg XL stop ruler can also be used separately. For example, you can also process smaller
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sheet material with the XL stop ruler. With the Kreg guide ruler XL you no longer have to put in so much effort
to keep your machine in a straight line. You simply move your machine along the guide. Your machine rests

against the sturdy aluminum guide during the entire cut, giving you a precise result. The Kreg guide comes with
two guide arms, also known as cutline indicator arms. With these guide arms you can set exactly where the saw

blade comes. This way your ruler is exactly set up on your machine. This ensures that you always cut exactly
where you want to cut. The indicator arms are easy to slide out of the way after adjustment. The Kreg KMA4700
is made of anodized aluminum and shock-resistant plastic. This makes this XL stop ruler lasts a long time, even

with intensive use.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 5 kg

Length 2438 mm


